Stage 1 English as an Additional Language
Zoom meeting from Wednesday 8 April 2020
Chat transcript
12:58:32 From causeam : Hi all
12:58:37 From causeam : yes
13:02:05 From causeam : Hello from Reynella East College, Amra Causevic here
13:06:44 From TBottroff : Hello from Immanuel College :)
13:06:49 From Melissa.Corcoran : Hi, Rita Alexander and Melissa Corcoran from OLSH are here.
13:07:31 From SPrakash : does this session include stage 1 EAL?
13:07:48 From causeam : yes it does
13:12:37 From Philip Wilson : interested to know more about moderation and the thinking around that?
13:14:58 From Debra James : Looking for ideas to replace my original Interactive Study: was meant to be a
student interviewing a boarder and learning about life in country Australia
13:17:38 From causeam : My students interviewed people online. Another possibility and record their voices etc.
Either video or voices should be okay.
13:17:41 From Adrienne Dobak : I was wondering if I could have students interview me or my colleagues via
WebEx, then record it and send them a recording.
13:18:55 From causeam : They can still email their transcripts, Powerpoint whatever they have done online.
13:19:12 From lriley : might just have to get them to email the questions. obviously its not ideal as it removes the
"speaking language" element but I assume the sace addendum will support that change?
13:22:39 From TBottroff : Could do the language study instead, and do the interactive study following that (and
hopefully there will be more room to move in terms of social interaction)
13:24:45 From victoria hisey : For those of us that are from a different culture than our students, would
interviewing us as the teacher not satisfy that cultural aspect because we are from different cultures.
13:25:34 From Melissa.Corcoran : Please mute your mics!
13:26:21 From victoria hisey : The host can go through and mute everyone mics as well
13:26:33 From SPrakash : Rosa can you see who's mic is on please?
13:27:20 From Debra James : Can we be flexible with word counts
13:28:10 From Debra James : Experiencing problems with students home in China & HK accessing my regular
visual /youtube
13:29:01 From Adrienne Dobak : I have found that 800 is very achievable with both parts of the task reported,
even with L & L Levels of 6.
13:35:32 From Debra James : Im going to ask my school to not have end of semester in school exam but use
the time to complete work instead,
13:36:19 From Adrienne Dobak : We don't do that
13:36:30 From Melissa.Corcoran : We do it.
13:37:08 From Melissa.Corcoran : Yes, we will see how we go this time.
13:37:42 From Philip Wilson : We are not having end of Semester 1 exams for Stage 1. If in ZSSem 2, then ikt
would likely be formative.
13:37:54 From Marlene Sampson : Hallett Cove has mid-year and end-of-year exams for classes that are
examined in Year 12
13:39:11 From benjamin.johns : I think the discussion requires a lot more explicit teaching than the interview.
13:39:38 From Alice Fayad : I like the idea of having students approach people on Social Media for the
Interactive study and interview them online. Provided that they are taking Ethical Considerations into account. It
is also good to review their interview questions, to ensure they are complying with those Ethical considerations.
13:41:10 From Alice Fayad : My students are currently analysing song lyrics and the key themes behind them
13:46:15 From Debra James : My concern is the formative learning is limited and we seem to be focussing on
summative completion
13:46:51 From Melissa.Corcoran : Thanks Alice.
13:47:47 From veronica bagshaw : I agree we have not started online yet but if we do formative may be an issue
13:48:29 From 我是喜儿瑞思 : we have started online yet indeed low efficiency
13:50:30 From Adrienne Dobak : I also have deep concerns about formative learning- I can video short learning
clips of me or upload suitable youtube, but it's not like I can watch everyone's individual understanding, have
responsive flexible real interaction with individuals. We can't do recording of students at present according to
Protective Pracs. Also we haven't got the log ins for teams. I am trying to get them on Webex
13:51:42 From Adrienne Dobak : I think I will be getting a school Sim to contact students and I think I will need to
make 15 min appointments to check that they have understood the learning goa/intention
13:53:51 From 我是喜儿瑞思 : we do need more time to know whether they understand the learning goals
13:54:39 From benjamin.johns to Rosa Bollella(Privately) : Rosa, before we finish up, could you please clarify
again what will be happening with Semester 1 moderation and will the NT have the same arrangements as SA?
13:57:24 From Adrienne Dobak : Thank you Rosa and everyone, I have another meeting. Bye,
13:57:43 From Alice Fayad : Thank you all! I am also expected elsewhere at the moment. Good luck to you all!
13:58:00 From Claire Wilson : No thank you very much
13:58:16 From Melissa.Corcoran : All the best!
13:58:19 From SPrakash : Thanks Rosa.
13:58:31 From bhall : Thank you!
13:58:45 From 我是喜儿瑞思 : Thanks for sharing～
13:59:13 From jbandjak : Thanks Rosa, much appreciated!
13:59:25 From causeam : Thanks all. Best wishes from Reynella East College. Happy Easter and enjoy your
Easter holidays. Cheers. Amra Causevic
13:59:38 From veronica bagshaw : thank you everyone
13:59:52 From victoria hisey : Thank you
13:59:57 From Dalal Zahr : Thank you all. Happy Easter to all

